1. BIZARRE LOVE TRIANGLE NEW ORDER
2. THE WILD BOYS DURAN DURAN
3. RUNNING UP THAT HILL KATE BUSH
4. SMALLTOWN BOY BORNSKI BEAT
5. DANCING WITH TEARS IN MY EYES ULTRAVOX
6. THIS CHARMING MAN THE SMITHS
7. BANG THE DRUM ALL DAY TODD RUNDGREN
8. MARY'S PRAYER DANNY WILSON
9. NUMBERS WITH WINGS THE BONGOS
10. PERFECT SKIN LLOYD COLE AND THE COMMOTIONS
11. BLIND VISION BLANCMANGE
12. FLESH FOR FANTASY BILLY IDOL

1. LISTEN LIKE THIEVES INXS
2. HERO TAKES A FALL THE BANGLES
3. SEND ME AN ANGEL REAL LIFE
4. NEW SONG HOWARD JONES
5. WHAMMY KISS THE B-52'S
6. LONG HOT SUMMER STYLE COUNCIL
7. SHY BOY BANANARAMA
8. HEAVEN THE PSYCHEDELIC FURS
9. CHANGE TEARS FOR TEARS
10. LOVE IS A STRANGER EURYTHMICS
11. IT'S A MISTAKE MEN AT WORK
12. NOWHERE GIRL B-MOVIE